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The B6700 algol programme TVEDIM is de-
scribed. Based on the observation that the 
source iteration technique with a nearly com-
plete solution of the group equations is not 
usually optimal, a partial inversion is ac-
complished by means of a frontal elimination 
technique. Too stringent limitations on block-
size due to stability problems are avoided by 
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The programme TVEDIN deals with the same problem as the 
programme TWODIM (ref. 1 ) . They differ mainly in the iterative 
scheme used for solution of the resulting difference-equations 
(multiline vs. oneline SOR) and in the discretization-method 
(interrelation of fluxvalues at mesh-corners and meshcenters, 
resp.). 
At some places the following discussion is cut short, when 
the material has already been dealt with in ref. 1. 
The present report also contains a list of errors in ref.l. 
THE PROBLEM 
The set of elliptic partial differential equations 
g g gg g p,g¥g 
Z Z (f. +\X Z (vl,) .6 , * Sn 
g'*g gg' g« * cj. f * * 9 
( 1 3 ^ng), (1) 
with boundary-conditions 
- °g I; •, - V , - * V V ti<xm <2) 
(note that the off-diagonal terns in the y-matrlx have opposite 
signs here and in ref. 1) at interfaces between ordinary regions 
and boundary regions, are considered for 2-dimensional geometries 
xy, rz, and r6. 
There are 3 types of problems, 
1) A » 1/K -- is a criticality-parameter (= eigenvalue) 
(S„ • t „ - 0 for all g ) , 9 P*9 
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2) oc is a criticality-parameter (^  fixed, S - 0 for all g ) , 
3) Source-problem (S + 0 for some gf -^  fixed, •£ = 0 
9 P»9 
for all g) . 
Similar techniques are used for solving these problems. 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The usual mesh-corner 5-point difference equations are 
solved by a block relaxation procedure in which each block 
corresponds to a number of consecutive lines in the reactor-
model. The line-direction and an upper bound for the number 
of lines in a block are user-specified. Since, for instance, 
interior boundary regions are permitted, the actual number of 
lines in a particular block (this number is found by the pro-
gramme) may be less. 
It is well known that a somplete inversion of the group-
equations often does not result in the minimal number of outer 
iterations. Experience shows that the optimal number of lines 
in a block (often about 5) is usually even less than the maximal 
number permitted by stability requirements. 
TVEDIM is not always faster than TWODIM, in particular not 
for small, easy problems. But due to its extra parameter, the 
line-number, it has proved more flexible in use. 
In both TWODIM and TVEDIM one inner iteration is performed 
per outer iteration. The eigenvalue is calculated by means of 
a neutron-balance. This method is not always locally convergent; 
i.e. there does not always exist a neighbourhood of the solution, 
so that convergence can be obtained for an initial flux-vector 
arbitrarily chosen from this neighbourhood. If the eigenvalue 
were calculated by a variational expression one would obtain 
local convergence, and even, with suitable precautions, in the 
selfadjoint case (one-group-theory) global convergence. In 
the present case we can linearize relative to the solution tc 
get a criterion for local convergence. The simplest subcase 
for which an example of divergence does not seen to be known 
is a one-group problem in one dimension, where the equations 
are taken in their natural order, ana the Jacobi splitting is 
- 4 -
used. The existence of a counterexample to the conjecture in 
ref. 3 would strongly indicate the possibility of divergence 
for the subcase discussed above, while a proof of the conjecture 
would constitute a proof of convergence. 
INPUT 
The following description is partly taken from ref. 2. 
The input differs from that for TWODIM (ref. 1) in that 
it contains specification of linenumber and buckling, and 
another set of control parameters. 
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Name of Inputfil«: d2di 
N A M of restart-(disk-) file: tworest 
Input-list 
type »eaninq 
proble« integer problem-number 
integer geometry, l»xy, 2*rs, 3«r8 
number of Material mesh regions in x-direction 
cay - . _ - - - -
 y -
ncp - number of Materials ("boundary Materials" 
inclusive) 
nb - number of boundary Materials 
ndb - - - with y diagonal 
ng - number of energy groups 
nthg - - thermal groups (possibly with 
upscattering j 
type - calculation-type, 1»A, 2«a, 3»source 
nrec - number of recalculations (with mesh refinement) 
prev - if prev>0 initial flux and eigenvalues are 
read from the disk-file tworest (coarse 
mesh only). For every abs (prev) Iterations 
eigenvalues and fluxiterate are written on 
tworest (finest mesh only) 
rela - direction of lines, 2 = x constant, 3 = y 
constant 
mx integer number of regions (finest mesh)for x-direction 
my integer - - y 
lines integer maximal number of lines in a block 






for each material mesh in x-direction 
J number of coarse mesh regions 
facx integer 
array [ItcaxJ (only for nrec>0)mesh refinement factor for 
each material mesh in x~direction (applied 








as xc, but for y-direction; for r8 - geometry 
6 must be in radians 









map of material numbers (including interior 
and exterior boundary materials), each logi-
cal record consisting of a row (cmx+2 numbers), 
starting with the row corresponding to the 
last read y-valaes. Note that a complete 
rectangular set of numbers must be specified. 
Those numbers which are meaningless (for 
instance in case of large internal controlareas 
or corner-regions) should be boundary material 
numbers. 
Large elements in the Y-matrices give stab-
ilityproblems. However, the "mathematical" 
boundary-condition: <f> = 0 for all g, can be 
obtained by setting the corresponding material 
number in cpnc equal to zero. 
busq real buckling? the group absorption + removal 
crosssections I are modified by addition 
gg 
of D * busq. 
f integer format-indicator for the following multi-
group-coefficient 6 : l-6el2,5, otherwise 
free format 
- 7 -
The folloving set of records specifies data for each 




integer material number or 0; what data are expected 
after this, depends on k 
array diagonal y n a t r l x (for 0<k<ndb) 
gam array 





















S (for nb<k<ncp; 
reactionrate-(usually fission-) 
cross sections (see sample 
output) 
(only for type ? 1) 
for type = 2:E 







For material numbers me£kb,kej 
the data are set equal to those 
just read 
The number of non-zero k-values plus the sum of the 
numbers (ke-kb+1) must equal ncp. 
The follov/ing control-variables (rrr> to kappa incl., 
not epsm) have default-values, obtained, if the input-value is 
negative. They are given in parentheses in the following list. 
8 -
nair.e type weaning 
ritt integer maximal iteration number (50) 
eps real the iterations stop, when the maximal esti-
mated error in a flux-coordinate is less 
than eps times maximal flux (0.0005) 
epsm - if epsm>0 omega will be adjusted (only in 
combination with an extrapolation) to maxi-
mise estimated convergence-rate. 
epse - the calculated extrapolation - factors must 
agree within epse (relative error) for three 
consecutive iterations, before extrapolation 
is attempted (0.1) 
omega array relaxation factors (1.2) 
£b i nrecl 
lamb real \ = 1/Keff d) 
alfa - a (1) 
kappa - K = upper bound for a (1) 
printer integer for printer<2 no proper output. 
For 2<printer<9 flux- and reactionrate-
distributions are printed, while for printer 
_9 the print-out contains also progress-
report for the iterations. 
If not all reaction-rate crosssections are zero then 
for each calculation (nrec + 1 times in all) the following set 
of input parameters must be specified: 
name tYP e meaning 
powerout integer pov/erout <-2 gives no reaction-rateprint-out; 
if powerout « -1 the reaction-rate-distri-
bution is calculated and printed ior the 
earlier specified arid (initially the coarse 
grid)} if powerout • -2 a new grid must be 
- o -
r.eamnr 
facxp integer (for po*wrout*-2) 
/bf]j^7 But is the number of regions in the current 
mesh; facxp 6*7=1 means that x-interface-
line number n+1 in the current mesh shall 
also be an interface-line in the reaction-
rate-grld 
facyp integer (for powerout * -2) 
array 
£0:myJ as facxp (mutatis mutandis) 
Output 
As seen in the sample-output the input is printed im-
mediately after it has been read. 
The amount of output is governed by the input-parameter 
printer, as described above, and may contain progress-report 
for the iterations, flux- and reaction-rate-(usually power-
density- ) tables. 
- IC -
PEFEPEHCES 
G.K. Kristiansen, "The finite-difference neutron diffusion 
programme TKODIM-, Pisø-P-1891 (197C). 
C.K. Kristiansen, Risø, Denrark, unpublished work (1°73) 
C.K. Kristiansen, "£ matrix convergence rrobler", prol. ler 
77-14 , 9JF" neviev, to r — ear. 
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LIST OF ERRORS IN REF. 1 
1) p. 7, line 5 from bottom, should read, 
rela integer direction of lines in SLOR, 
2 = x constant, 3 = y constant 
2) p. 11, top, the first 8 lines should be replaced by. 
If not all reaction-rate-crosssections are zero, then for 
each calculation (nrec + 1 lines in all) the following set of 
input parameters must be specified: 
name type meaning 
powerout integer powerout <-2 gives no reaction-rate-printout; 
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